Class Size App

• The App has been released and is available in SSO.
• District due date for Class Size report: 12/8/2021.
• Data will come from October 1st, FQSR, SPR, and Wave data using section enrollment data.
• We are required to report the class size numbers for all districts grades Pre-K through 12 to the Legislature on Jan 1st.
• Questions regarding Class Size should be directed to Accreditation. Issues related to the App should be referred to Dean Hupp at dhupp@e2inttech.com or accreditation@sde.ok.gov.
Accountability Reporting

OPEN NOW:

• Graduation Calculation Verification Review
  • Opened 11/18/2021 Closes 12/03/2021

• Assessment Precode
  • Opened 11/16/2021 Closes 01/12/2022
New Transfer App

• Available on January 1, 2022
• SDE will create the transfer form for families and districts
• Capacity will be determined by the districts
• Districts must report their capacity by January 1st, April 1st, July 1st, and October 1st.
Validation Errors

• Continue to work on your validation errors.
• Each error provides guidance on correcting the error in the help column.
• The SIF XML field is data that can be provided to you vendor for assistance in resolving an error.
New Wave Accounts

• If you are giving new Wave access to new employees, it may take up to 24 hours for all your access to show up.

Please contact OMES: servicedesk@omes.ok.gov
Contact Volume

• 24-48 hours turn around time to respond while we investigate your specific issue

• When emailing, LocalId or STN only
  • OSDE-DIS does not need the Full Name of the student to look them up.
Questions

• StudentDataInfo@sde.ok.gov
• https://sde.ok.gov/student-information-documents-and-guides